
                           Evan Jones 
 
                           From the Greek of Míltos Sachtoúris 
 

           The Drowned 
 
I wonder if the drowned 
on the corner in their striped white suits 
are like me? 
 
I heard the voice of my distant father 
I broke his watch open 
and took the extraneous small cogs 
and springs from inside 
 
I spread the candies out on the table 
green yellow red 
they took on small invisible voices 
like living things 
 
a reddish-blond cat became nervous 
rushing in it tore my book 
 
I spread my heart out on the table 
and cut it in two with a breadknife 
 
later on I lay flowers inside the bath tub 
 
later on I fell asleep.  
 
              The Carnival 

 
This carnival took place on some distant world 
donkeys wandered the deserted road 
where there is no breathing 
dead children rose up endlessly into the sky 
then returned for a moment to claim their forgotten kites 
snow fell like glass confetti 
wounding all hearts 
a woman in prayer 
rolled back her eyes like the dead do 
and groups of soldiers passed by one and two 
one and two their teeth frozen 
 
At night the carnival moon came out 
full of hate 
only to be stabbed 
then bound and thrown into the sea 
 
This carnival took place on some distant world 



 
             Harmony                            
 
          for Eva Persáki 
 
The tree said: 
- I’ll break my branches 
tonight 
I’ll burn 
I’ll rise! 
 
The lights in the house 
drove me mad 
rising and going out 
without word 
 
The child said: 
- It’s winter 

                           and the sea is distant by ship 
                           and people dig 
                           deep 
                           they dig 
                           and bury everything 
 
                           The sun said: 

- I slept and dreamed 
I was 
a dove 
with a belly full of 
licentious blood 
 
And the ship said: 
- I slept 

                           I want to sleep 
                           but the night is deep 
                           but the night is dark 
                           and there are no fish 
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